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The Analytics Retrocommissioning (ARCx) Program, one of Pacific Gas and Electric 
Compan/s third party efficiency programs administered by CLEAResult, helps K-12 public 
school districts and local governments achieve energy conservation goals while reducing 
building operational costs.

Commercial buildings waste an average of 20 percent of energy used on improper 
building operations. With California facilities spending so much on energy usage, 
retrocommissioning is a low cost method to reduce this waste and free up funds 
for other uses.

Through the use of tune ups, optimization of existing building equipment, and smart 
meter data analytics, the ARCx Program provides support to help customers save time 
and money.

Energy Efficiency Measures and Services

The ARCx Program focuses on using 15 minute interval 
smart meter data, weather data, and building occupancy 
schedules to develop building insights based on actual energy 
usage patterns that fluctuate throughout the facility. These 
projects may produce savings of 5 20 percent of total building 
energy costs.

Examples of measures reviewed include:

• Operating Schedules

• Detecting increased energy usage
due to equipment malfunctions

• Identifying schedule HVAC maintenance and tune ups

• Adjusting heating and cooling set points on control systems

• Reducing simultaneous heating and cooling

Eligibility Requirements

The program is open to City and County Governments and public school districts located in 
Butte, Fresno, Kern, Kings, Lake, Madera, Marin, Mendocino, Merced, Monterey, Napa, Nevada, 
Placer, Santa Barbara, Santa Clara, Santa Cruz, Shasta, Solano, Sonoma and Yuba counties.

Eligible schools must be:

• Active PG&E gas or electric customers

• Maximum 75,000 square feet of conditioned space

• Identified as high opportunity for retrocommissioning savings from portfolio analysis

• Smart meter enabled with a minimum of one year historical usage data
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How the ARCx Program Works

Enrollment in the program begins with a meeting between an ARCx Team representative 
and the facility’s financial decision makers.

The process is as follows:

1. Portfolio Analysis and Enrollment: The ARCx Program Team performs smart meter
portfolio analysis of sites within a districts or municipality's portfolio. A  Kickoff Meeting
is scheduled with the financial and facilities decision makers to discuss opportunities
and to identify sites with the highest savings potential for operational improvements.

2. Assessments on Targeted Sites: The ARCx Team performs a remote site assessment
on targeted sites through analysis of historic smart meter data. Recommendations are
presented through webinars and site walk throughs.

3. Project Implementation and Incentive Payment: Applicant performs recommended
energy efficiency operational measures. The ARCx Team can support participants
with proposal reviews, contractor recommendations, or work directly with participant s
preferred vendors. ARCx Team confirms installed measures, and processes incentives
for payment.

4. Ongoing Monitoring and Online Energy Dashboard: Participants are provided
monthly reports and offered access to an online energy dashboard for six months
post implementation to engage the community in understanding energy usage.

Incentives:

Incentives are paid directly to the customer based on achieved annual energy savings at 
the rate of $0.09/kWh, $1.00/therm, and $100/ kW, capped at 50 percent of the totaL project 
cost. Efficiency recommendations focus on low cost operational measures that typicalLy pay 
for themselves within one to two years, and with typical costs under $20,000.

ConcLusion

The ARCx Program offers portfolio analysis and energy planning workshops to help 
participants identify and prioritize energy efficiency projects. Sites identified will receive a free 
remote building assessment, an onLine customer portal to view energy consumption trending 
over time, project implementation support, and ongoing data analysis and monitoring. By 
simply addressing these common but often subtle operational problems, one can eliminate 
wasted energy, improve the performance and Life of a building, and benefit the environment 
by conserving natural resources and reducing emissions.

Next Steps
Since 2006, CLEAResult has offered technical services and cash incentives to assist school 
districts with identifying, developing, and implementing cost-effective energy efficiency 
projects. Program advisors work closely with facilities managers and administrators to help 
choose the right options for reducing energy costs white moving school facilities towards a 
brighter future.

The ARCx Program is available to Local governments and school districts served by 
PG&E on a first-come, first-served basis only while funding lasts. For more information 
on available incentives and energy efficiency advisory services, contact CLEAResult at 

or email
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